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• If supersymmetry is the symmetry of vacuum, particle and its 
superpartner should have same mass, as [Q, H]=0. 

• If the vacuum is not invariant under Q, it is no longer correct. 

• In supersymmetric theory it corresponds to non zero value of  
some field. 

• The SUSY breaking leads the mass difference between  particle 
and sparticle masses. They are called “soft”SUSY breaking as 
they do not induce quadratic divergences  

Sparticle masses 

Superfield) と呼び、標準模型の物質場はこれに対応している。先ほどの議論

から、この場に対して超対称変換 (!S + !S̄) をおこなうと場は

"#(+) = exp(!i$%/$̄)("&+
"

2$"# + $$"F ) (85)

と再び同じ形にまとまり、個々の成分の変換性は
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"F = !i
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(86)

である。& を次元 1 の場とする。& は変換すると次元 3/2 のフェルミ場　 #

になる。# の変換は & の微分と次元２の補助場 F を含む。F の 変換は全微

分の形となっている。

超対称場は積も超対称場であるため、場の積の $$ 項をとると、超対称変換に

全微分となる。これは超対称な相互作用項を発見するために重要である。例え

ばカイラルな場の三つの積から得られる $$ 項は

!1!2!3|!! # (F1(x)&2(x)&3(x) + F2(x)&1(x)&3(x) + F3(x)&1(x)&2(x)

!#1(x)#2(x)&3(x) ! #2(x)#3(x)&1(x) ! #3(x)#1(x)&2(x))

.(87)

また場の２つの積の場合には

!1!2|!! # (F1(x)&2(x) + F2(y)&1(x)) ! #1(x)#2(x)) (88)

が $$ 項である。そこで、

V = W (!1, !2, ....)|!! (89)

とおくと
"SUSY
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dnF # 0 (90)

と表面積分となり、超対称変換に対して不変な相互作用項 V という性質を満

たしている。

カイラル場の積から超対称変換にたいして不変な運動項を作るには !†! の

$$$̄$̄ 項をを取る。場と場の共役の任意の積の $$$̄$̄ の係数場を D(x) とする。

"D(x) は S, S̄ の $ あるいは $̄ を含む項が必ず座標微分を含むことから、$ の

であるが、この時真空が変換に対して不変　 Q|0! = 0 であるとすると

"0|[Q,!]|0!(= "iT i
jl"0|!l|0!) = 0 となってしまい矛盾が生じる。

超対称性の自発的破れの場合、真空期待値を持つのは式 (3) の　 # の冪の高い

F 項である。F はローレンツ不変であるから、ローレンツ対称性を破らずに

真空期待値をもつことができる。このとき

"0|$%|0! = #
$

2"0|F |0!" %= 0 (99)

となる。

F に期待値を持たせる超対称なポテンシャルはいくつか知られている。多く

の模型ではこのセクターを標準模型から分離して、高次元の有効相互作用から

標準模型の粒子の質量が作られるようになっている。Z という F 項 FZ が、

真空期待値をもつ超場を導入し、以下のような有効相互作用を書く。

$L =
1

M2
Z†Z!†!|!2!̄2 =

1
M2

|FZ |2!!! (100)

このような相互作用項は Z という場が、質量M を持つ粒子 Xを介して場 !

と相互作用をしている場合に表れる。場の ###̄#̄ 項をとると m2!!! というス

カラー粒子の質量項があらわれ m2 = (FZF !
Z/M)2 である。これ以外にも　

Z!2, Z!3 という項によって、スカラー場の２点、３点に関わる繰り込み可能

な質量項が得られる。F は # のベキが最大の項であるため、フェルミ粒子の

質量項は現れずスカラー粒子だけが質量をもつ。理論に新しい２次発散をもた

らさないことが証明されていて、「ソフトな超対称性の破れ」と言われている。

また同様にゲージ場を含む超対称場にたいしても同様の方法で質量項を作るこ

とできるがこの場合ゲージ場の超対称粒子であるスピン 1/2 のゲージーノ粒

子だけが質量をもち、ゲージ場の質量項は現れない。すなわち、超対称の破れ

を引き起こしているセクターが標準模型の粒子と直接結合していないような場

合標準模型に存在するクオーク、レプトンなどの物質場とゲージ場の質量は

超対称性の破れの影響を受けないが、スカラークオーク、スカラーレプトン、

ゲージーノは重くなりうるということである。

超対称粒子は LHC実験等で探索が続けられているが、もし超対称粒子が発見

された場合はこの破れの機構の解明のために質量、相互作用等の理解が必要と

されている。

量補正の発散がフェルミオンのものと同じであるということに由来している。

フェルミオンの質量補正はカイラル対称性によって log 発散に押さえられてい

るのである。

ヒッグスの４点相互作用に、ヒッグス の質量にたいして重要な制限を与えて

いる。素粒子標準模型のヒッグス粒子の質量を決めているのは真空期待値の値

とヒッグス粒子の４点相互作用である。極小超対称模型では４点結合に寄与す

るものはゲージ結合の２乗に比例する。このため、超対称模型に拡張された

ヒッグス粒子の質量の上限は輻射補正のない状態では Z0 粒子の質量（およ

そ 91 GeV)であり、トップとスカラートップを含む輻射補正の効果によって、

125GeV 程度まで重くなれると考えられている。

（4）超対称性の動的破れ

超対称性は大変興味深い模型であり、特に標準模型のゲージ相互作用の統一に

成功している点が重要である。しかし超対称模型においては、超対称粒子とそ

のパートナーの標準模型の粒子の質量に差の起源となる、超対称性の自発的破

れの機構（真空の超対称性の破れ）が必要となる。

超対称性を自発的破る模型は多数あるが、ほとんどの場合超対称性を破る粒子

は標準模型の粒子と直接結合せず、中間に超対称の破れを伝える相互作用があ

る形になっている。特に重要なのは重力相互作用を介して超対称粒子に質量を

持たせる模型 (超重力模型）標準模型以外のゲージ相互作用を介して超対称粒

子に質量を与える模型がある。超対称粒子を発見したときに、超対称粒子の質

量スペクトルを同時に決定できれば、超対称性の破れを伝える機構に制限を加

えることができると期待されている。

標準模型の自発的対称性の破れについてまず考えてみよう。ヒッグス粒子が真

空期待値をもつことによって真空の不変性が破れ、これによって、ゲージ粒子

が質量をもち、対称性で関係する粒子の質量の間に差が生じる。この時はヒッ

グス場 !i にたいして
!0|!|0" = vi(v #= 0) (97)

である。この時微小変換の生成演算子 Q = "iT i に対して

[Q,!i] = #! = "iT i
jl!l = "iT i

jl #== 0 (98)
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SUSY breaking and Flavor violation 

• SUSY breaking in tree level  and global　supersymmetry 

• Therefore SUSY breaking sector must be placed in hidden sector.  
The SUSY breaking is introduced to our sector though gravity/ loop 
effect 

• The sector must be “universal”  in flavor so that there are no large 
FCNC 

Flavor mixing of quark Flavor mixing of squark 

Yukawa effect Yukawa effect  + SUSY breaking 

SUSY breaking  must be 
flavor  universal 

d s
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SUSY breaking in Hidden sector 

SUSY breaking 

MSSM particles 

radiative 
collection?

Higher dimentional Op

You need symmetry
to make scalar mass 

universal 

gravity? 
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squark  quark  
gaugino mass and squark left right

 mixing, higgs mass parameter also arise 
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Supergravity model and soft masses 

• gravity is the mediator of SUSY breaking 

• Prediction at GUT scale→(RGE)→ Low 

energy mass spectrum 

• Strongly interacting particles are heavy 

and weakly interacting particles are light. 

• Yukawa coupling derive particle masses 

small. (Radiative symmetry breaking) 

Example: Unification relation of gaugino mass 

M1/α１＝M2/α２＝M3/α３

→　M1：M2：M3　＝0.4：0.8：2.4

Ｙ２
ｓｆｇｓ ｇｓ
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gauge mediation 
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squark mass will be induced by 
loop diagram involving gauginos 
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SUSY breaking sector 

Messenger 

Messenger mass
induced by  hidden 

sector fields 

gauge interaction →　Universal 

M 

F 
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Supergravity and Super Higgs mechanism

massless goldstino and 
background  fild＜Ｆ＞

supersymmetric vacuum 
Ｆ＝０（unstable) 

gravitino-goldstino mixing

gravitino  couple with matter though  
susy breaking.  “gravitino LPS” is 
the case that we can study gravity 
sector using collider. 
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Messenger sector
M 

MSSM sector
M(SUSY)=F/M

Gravitino mass by
Superhiggs

Mechanism F/Mｐｌ

Really Hidden
 sector

F0 

massless goldstino

gravitino-matter interaction 
model independent 

model dependent path  

or F0/Mｐｌ

model independent path

Hidden sector 
F

Supersymmetry-a picture 

Anomaly 
Mediation

SUGRA or Gauge Mediation 

KKLT 
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gravitino LSP and NLSP 

• gravitino is spin 3/2 particle 

• non-renormalizable  interactions. 

• spin 3/2 → spin 1 X  spin 1/2  

• If it is LSP. NLSP decays into gravititino 

!0
= !
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2/3
|p|

m
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(!1,!2,!3) =
1
!

3
e2!+1/2 "

!

2
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Gravitino mass and NLSP life time  

NLSP life time measurement   → Hidden sector determination  F0

NLSP fly and decay
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Life time +Mass measurement→ 
Planck scale measurement
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FIG. 4: The lifetime of the CNLSP !̃ in the case of gravitino LSP, as a function of the gravitino

mass, for the stau mass 100, 200, and 400 GeV (from top to bottom).

width into a gravitino and lepton is given by [8]
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We show the dependence of the stau lifetime on the gravitino mass in Fig. 4.

The decay !̃ ! X! can be triggered by a single tau jets initiating from the position where

!̃ is stopped. The tau energy is monochromatic and expressed as

E! =
m2

!̃ + m2
! " m2

X

2m!̃
. (6)

Here X is the invisible particle in the !̃ decay, for this case X = G̃. If one can measure

the lifetime and the mass of the stau, the gravitino mass can be determined assuming that

eq.(5) is correct. Then the total SUSY breaking scale F0 =
$

3mG̃Mpl is also determined,

which is important to understand the hidden sector physics.

LHC detectors can determine the mass of !̃ through the stau velocity measurement #!̃

in the muon system of the CMS detector . The measurement of the lifetime may not be

easy at main detectors if lifetime is too much longer then detector size. The cross section

12

weakly to the MSSM particle with comparable strength to the gravitino.

For simplicity, we will assume the NLSP is pure ‘right-handed’ stau, !̃ = !̃R throughout

this section. Extension to the case with mixing with !̃L is straightforward, but it will

introduce the additional parameter to the model, where the dependence is expected to be

small.

The gravitino is a spin-3/2 particle. However, in the limit where mG̃ ! m!̃ , the e!ective

interaction to MSSM particles would be reduced to that of spin 1/2 particle, goldstino "̃.

The e!ective action relevant to the !̃R decay is given as follows,

L =
m2

!̃"
3m3/2Mpl

( ¯̃"!R!̃ !
R + H.c.) +

#mB̃

4
"

6m3/2Mpl

¯̃"[#µ, #" ]B̃(cos $W Fµ" # sin $W Zµ"). (26)

The action is similar to that of axino given in Eqs.(9) and (10) except the coupling coe"-

cients. The relative weight of the two terms in eq.(26) are fixed by the supergravity, while

for the axino the coe"cient in eq.(10) is induced from Eqs.(9) by the radiative corrections.

Note that the term proportinal to X[#µ, #" ]B̃Fµ" is a non renormalizable coupling of the

photon to gravitino or axino and induces significantly di!erent #, ! distribution.

The axino three body decay !̃ $ #! ã proceeds through the diagrams shown in Fig.14,

where the hatched triangle express the e!ective vertex shown in Eq. (10). On the other

hand The relevant diagrams for the three body decay into goldstino !̃ $ #!"̃, are given

in Fig.??. the diagram corresponding to the top right of Fig. 14 does not exists for the

goldstino case. The di!erence of the action and the relevant diagrams will appear as the

deviation of the three body decay distributions. In the Appendix, we list the three body
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be neglected compared to m!̃ . The formula for the massive gravitino and axino are given in

Ref. [11].

B. Numerical results

The three body decay !̃ $ !#X should be visible in the stopper detector if it has an

ability to measure charged tracks, and also segmented in small units. The position where

!̃ decays in the detector will be identified by measuring the position where the charged

track by the %+, µ and e from ! is initiated. For hadronic tau decays, a %± is always in the

decay products, sometimes with photons coming from %0 decays. Photons are converted into
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We are aware of  several partial results of such cal- 
culations. Several years ago, Li and Sher [ 6 ] calcu- 
lated radiative corrections using an effective poten- 
tial approach, but evaluated them only for the low 
top quark and squark masses which were then fash- 
ionable. More recently, Gunion and Turski [ 7 ] and 
Berger [ 8 ] have given a large number of general for- 
mulae focused primarily on violations of the tree-level 
sum rules linking CP-even, CP-odd and charged Higgs 
boson masses with those of the electroweak bosons. 
In parallel to this, experiment has pushed lower lim- 
its on the top [ 9 ] and squark [ 10 ] masses up above 
the Z ° mass. Now therefore seems to be an opportune 
moment  to revive the effective potential approach to 
calculate radiative corrections to Higgs masses in the 
case of large mt and m~. One could expect a priori to 
find large effects in this limit as relics of  the quadratic 
divergences that cancel in the limit of  exact 
supersymmetry. 

Indeed, we find large corrections that increase with 
the top quark and squark masses, and vary with the 
ratio of vacuum expectation values v2/v~. These ra- 
diative corrections can be as large as O (100) GeV, 
and have the effect of (i) invalidating lower bounds 
on v2/v~ inferred from unsuccessful Higgs searches at 
LEP I, (ii) increasing the mass of  the lighter CP-even 
Higgs boson beyond mz in many cases, (iii) often, 
increasing the mass of  the heavier CP-even Higgs bo- 
son beyond the LEP reach, into a range more acces- 
sible to the LHC or SSC [ 11 ]. 

To give masses to all charged fermions, and to avoid 
gauge anomalies, the MSSM contains two complex 
Higgs doublets (embedded in chiral supermultiplets 
as required by supersymmetry),  whose S U ( 3 )×  
SU (2) × U ( 1 ) quantum numbers are summarized by 
-, =(.o 

\H?-] (1,2,  -½ ) ,  

H2_k, HO ] ( 1 , 2 , +½ ) .  (1) 

The starting point for a discussion of gauge symme- 
try breaking and Higgs boson masses is the tree-level 
Higgs potential 

V.iggs=m 2 IH~ 12+m22 ]H2 12 + m2( H, H2 +h.c.)  

+ ~g2(H~trH2 +H~trHl )2 
+ lg,2( In2 ] z -  [Hi 12) 2 , (2) 

where we have assumed for simplicity that m 2 is real 
and we have chosen a field basis such that m 2 ~<0 
(then it will not be restrictive to assume that the vac- 
uum expectation values o f H  ° and H °, denoted by Vl 
and Vz, are both real and non-negative). For the dis- 
cussion of gauge symmetry breaking and of the neu- 
tral CP-even Higgs boson masses, it is convenient to 
consider the restriction of Vaigg~ to the real compo- 
nents of the neutral Higgs fields, ~ t = R e H  ° and 
02_=ReH°: 

Vo ~ 2 2 role ,  + 2 2 m 2 ~ 2  q-2m2OlO2 

+ ~(g2+g'Z)(o2-e~2)2. (3) 

After introducing the auxiliary variables 

V2=--V2 +V~, tan f l - -v2 /v l  , ( 4 )  

the tree-level minimization conditions 

2m 2 
sin 2fl= me . +m2  , 

v2 - 8 mZ-m~  tan fl 
g2+g,~ tanZfl - 1 ' (5) 

combined with the tree-level expression for the Z 
mass, 

m~ = ½ ( g 2 + g , 2 ) ( V  2 + V  2) , (6) 

give for the masses of  the CP-even neutral Higgses 

m2..=½[m2A +m27 

g x/(m2A +m2)2--4m2Am2 cos22fl] , (7) 

where 

m2=m2 +m 2 (8) 

is the tree-level expression for the CP-odd neutral 
Higgs mass. It is immediate to observe that eq. (7) 
implies the inequalities 

mh < mz I cos 2ill < mz < m H ,  (9) 

implying in particular that, at the tree level, unsuc- 
cessful Higgs searches at LEP [ 1 ] can be used to infer 
a lower bound on tan fl (which in the MSSM is al- 
ways larger than 1 ). It is also important to realize that, 
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Now, from eq. (16) we infer 

P(2) ( p = 0 )  = -- [ ~ ] 0 = o  (20) 

or  

2 2 = mphys +Z(mp,ys)  - X ( 0 ) .  (21) 

We now turn our attention to the MSSM, and we 
concentrate on the fields 0~ and 0> The above rea- 
soning can be repeated with slight modifications: the 
second derivative of V at # = 0 must be replaced by 
the eigenvalues of the matrix 

1 F.02 V( ~_1~ ~2 ) ]  ( 22 ) 
2L 00,00i Jo,=~,,~=v~" 

In this case, we know that the most important contri- 
butions to the Higgs self-energies So(p2 ) at the one- 
loop level come from the diagrams with the top quark 
(or its scalar partners) circulating in the loop, due to 
the large top Yukawa coupling. The analytic struc- 
ture of these contributions in the complexp 2 plane is 
such that 27 o (p2) _~ 2j 0(0 ) if p2 << 4M 2, where M is the 
mass of the particle circulating in the loop. So, the 
physical masses of the Higgs scalars are given by the 
eigenvalues of  the matrix (22), provided that 

mphys2 <<4min{m 2, m 2} . (23) 

This condition is certainly fulfilled by the lightest CP- 
even Higgs scalar, whose tree-level mass is forced to 
be less than the Z boson mass, but can be violated by 
the other Higgs particles in the theory. 

Before describing our results, we want to make a 
comment about the relationship between the vacuum 
expectation values v~, v2 and the masses of the vector 
bosons Z and W. Since v~ and v2 are computed mini- 
mizing the one-loop effective potential V~, one should 
relate them to mz and mw in a way which is correct 
at the one-loop order. The tree-level relations 

rn2w=½gZ(v2 +v2) , 

m 2 = ½ (g2 +g,2)(rE +v22) (24) 

(with the running gauge couplings evaluated at mw 
and mz respectively) turn out to be the correct an- 
swer, up to wavefunction renormalization of the sca- 

lars, which is known to be rather small [ 14 ]. The rea- 
son of this is that the terms in the lagrangian that give 
mass to the vector bosons are contained in the squared 
covariant derivative of  the scalar fields, and there- 
fore must receive the same renormalization as the 
scalar kinetic terms to preserve gauge invariance. 

In view of these considerations, we will compute in 
the following the physical masses of the CP-even 
Higgs bosons of the MSSM in the effective potential 
approach. 

In order to understand our numerical results, it is 
instructive to look at exact analytic results in the 
following simplifying limit of the MSSM: m2=0 ,  
m2-*+oo,  m 2 < 0  and finite. In this limit, all the 
Higgses are superheavy apart f r o m / 4 2 -  (H  + , H °)x, 
so that the light state after removing the Goldstone 
bosons is h - x / ~  02. It is consistent to assume that 
v~=0 and v2#0, so after renaming m2-+m, 02--'0, 
v2-* v we can write 

V 0 = m 202 -~- 1 (g2 q_g,2 ) 04 ,  (25) 

OVo _ 2 m 2 0 +  ½ (g2+g,2)03 ' (26) 
00 

02170 = 2m2 + 3 (g2 + g'2)02 (27) 
002 

and the tree-level minimization would give 

m 2 - - - 1  (g2q-g'2)/d2------~mz,l 2 

m2 [1 02170] 
h = L ~ - ~ j o = v = m ~ .  (28) 

Consider now the limit m~, m 2 >> m 2, in which the 
dominant field-dependent masses are 

m~=hZO 2 , m~=hZO2+m~, (29) 

where D-terms have been neglected. We have also ne- 
glected possible stop mixing, and assumed degener- 
ate stop masses. We find from eqs. (14), (15) that 
the dominant part of the one-loop potential is 

3 Vm 4 m 2 
AV,= 16~22 [ t ( l o g ~  - - 3 )  

Minimization of V~ = Vo+AV ~ now yields 

(30) 
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Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams which give a finite, extra I~al 4 term. 

~ =  htmg ~atJL~0+ h.c. (13)  

also contr ibutes  to the radia t ive  correct ion to the 
Higgs mass, where /-R and qL denote  the superpar t -  
ners of/-R and qL- The one-loop Feynman  diagrams 
(see fig. 2 ) of  the tr i l inear coupling ( 13 ) together with 
the SUSY interact ions  

L~= hE( i qLrPl 2+ I t'R~O I 2 ) ,  (14)  

lead to an extra finite add i t ion  to the RHS of  the 
boundary  condi t ion  (5 )  as 

6.___~( m2A 1 4 ) mA 4 ~,-7-- ht • (15)  ~;t= (4n)  2 \m2vsY 12 , , , s v s v /  

Here, we have assumed m~= rnzR = rnsusv. Wi th  rea- 
sonable values o f  mA [ 1 1 ] we f ind 

6 
~,~= (47t)2 ( 0 - 3 ) h t  4 . (16)  

The m a x i m u m  comes at mA = V/6 msusv. The predic-  
t ion on the Higgs mass for mA=X/~  msusv is also 
given by the do t ted  lines in fig. 1 ~5. Not ice  that  the 
upper  l imi t  o f  the mHo rises up to 190 GeV in the 
range m t =  150-200 GeV and m s u s v =  1-100 TeV. 

We have calculated the mass o f  the lightest Higgs 
boson in the min ima l  SUSY s tandard  model  postu- 
lating the SUSY breaking scale is much larger than 
the Fe rmi  scale. Our  results can be used to probe the 
SUSY breaking scale, with the s i tuat ion where both  
mt and miao are given. For  example,  when m t = 150 
GeV, the existence o f  the Higgs boson below 70 GeV 
strongly suggests the presence o f  the SUSY below 1 
TeV (see the lower solid line in fig. l a ) .  On the other  
hand,  i f  the Higgs boson turns out  to be heavier  than 
125 GeV, the SUSY breaking scale must  be larger than 

#5 In the case ofmsusv~O(mt), the contribution from eq. (13) 
dominates the radiative correction. 

100 TeV (see the upper  do t ted  line in fig. l a ) .  I f  it is 
the case the SUSY might be an i r re levant  solut ion to 
the hierarchy problem and the agreement  o f  sin20w 
with the S U S Y - S U ( 5 )  predic t ion  could be fortui- 
tous ~6. An in t roduct ion  o f  an S U ( 2 )  singlet scalar 
mul t ip le t  produces  an addi t ional  ( / / iHi )  2 te rm and 
lifts up the Higgs boson mass. However,  in this k ind  
of  models,  the hierarchy is des t royed by the appear-  
ance o f  the tadpole  d iagrams at the one-loop level 
[12] .  

We would like to thank K. Inoue for useful discus- 
sions. The work o f  M.Y. is suppor ted  in part  by the 
Grand- in -Aid  for Scientific Research f rom the Min-  
istry o f  Education,  Science and Culture of  Japan No. 
02952019. 

Note added. After  submit t ing  this paper ,  we re- 
ceived papers  [13] where a s imilar  subject  devel- 
oped in ref. [7] is also discussed. Although their  
methods  are different  from that  in the present  paper ,  
numerical  results agree. We also received a paper  [ 14 ] 
in which a quite s imilar  analysis to ours is presented.  

#6 Even if we take the SUSY breaking scale msosY= 1019 GeV 
and mr=200 GeV, we find that the Higgs mass mm does not 
exceed 210 GeV. 
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OV1 OVo 3 am 2 
0 O O~ 8n 2 0 O 

X [ m 2  ( log ~-~2 a- - - 1 ) - - m 2  ( log mta 1)1 
= 0 ,  (31) 

where we have used the fact that OmE/OO=Om~/OO 
after neglecting the D-terms. It is convenient to choose 
a renormalization scale () such that the term in square 
brackets in eq. (31)  vanishes, so that 0 Vo/0O= 0 can 
be retained as the minimizat ion condition: 

2 / 7 / / 2  _ _  [m~ (log ~4 - I) - rn, (log ~- I)]~=~ 
= 0 .  (32)  

Evaluating the second derivative of  the potential  at 
(~ we find 

[10  ,l F l0=Vo 
2-o~-J~: .=  L 2 o-~- + - -  

3g2 m4 
16n2 m2 w log m4j~= , 

(33) 

where the tree-level piece of  the potential  should be 
evaluated with g2 (Q)  and g '  2 (Q) .  

We see in eq. (33)  a contribution proport ional  to 
m 4. It is easy to check that the 27(m ~hys ) -- 27(0) term 
in eq. (21) does not have such quartic behaviour, and 
hence that the one-loop effective potential  contribu- 
tion to m h 2 is the most  important  for large mr. More- 
over, the fact that direct searches [ 9 ] and analyses of  
precision electroweak data including radiative cor- 
rections [ 15 ] indicate that mt ~ 100-180 GeV means 
that the one-loop correction to mh will be much larger 
than had been estimated previously [ 6 ] assuming that 
m t ~ 40 GeV. These conclusions apply not only to the 
simplified analytic limit, but also to the realistic case 
where Vl and u2 are different from zero and all contri- 
butions to AV~ are taken into account, including 
squark mixing. 

We present numerical results for two different types 
of  input: (a )  Low energy, where we simply use some 
test values of  the physical supersymmetry-breaking 
parameters  such as the soft squark mass m~ (in this 
case we include only the t, T, b, b contributions to 
AV~ ) and (b)  High-energy, where we assign the soft 
supersymmetry-breaking parameters  at the conjec- 

tural scale of  supersymmetr ic  grand unification and 
run them down to low energies using the renormali-  
zation group. In this case, we are able to compute  all 
the contributions to A V~, taking into account the full 
structure of  supersymmetr ic  particle masses and 
mixing angles. The second type of  input focuses at- 
tention on a subspace of  the available parameter  space 
which is well-motivated. 

We will be looking at three physical consequences 
of  the radiative corrections: ( i)  invalidation of  the 
apparent  lower bound on tan fl that is derived from 
LEP data, since radiative corrections to a light Higgs 
boson mass can be large and positive, (ii) the likeli- 
hood for large tan fl that radiative corrections push 
the lightest Higgs boson above the Z ° mass, d imming 
the prospects that LEP II will find it, and (iii)  the 
probabili ty that the heavier CP-even Higgs mass mH, 
when its tree-level value is only slightly above mz, will 
be shifted up, outside the LEP reach but possibly also 
out o f  the range 90 < mn < 120 GeV, where detection 
at the LHC or SSC would be problematic  [ 11 ]. 

The parameter  space of  low-energy inputs is multi- 
dimensional: after restricting our attention to the t -  
t', b - b  sector, in addit ion to mr, it includes tan r =  v2/ 
Vl, the tree-level CP-odd Higgs mass ~4 mA, the soft 
supersymmetry-breaking mass ~5 m~, and the magni- 
tude of  the trilinear soft supersymmetry-breaking pa- 
rameter  ~6 A and of  the Higgs mixing mass # relative 
to m~. As a general rule, we find that the shift in the 
lighter CP-even Higgs boson mass mh decreases as 
tan fl increases, increases as mA increases, increases 
as m~ increases, and is almost insensitive to A/m~ and 
lz/m~ in the range 0 to 1. Fig. 1 shows some repre- 
sentative results that illustrate these remarks. Com- 
paring the mA=50  GeV examples in fig. la  and fig. 
lb, we see that a large positive shift for tan r =  1.1 
becomes negligible for tan r =  10 and it can never be- 
come substantially negative for larger values of  tan ft. 
I f  mA is now increased from 50 GeV to 500 GeV as 
in figs. lc and ld, we see a sharp increase in the shift 
in mh for t a n f l =  1.1, and the shift for t a n f l =  10 is 
now also large and positive. As for the shift in the 

~4 o f  course, the parameter m n will be different from the physi- 
cal mass of the CP-odd eigenstate, but this is not relevant for 
the purpose of the present paper. 

~5 For simplicity, we take the same numerical value for 
(t, b), t c and be. 

a6 For simplicity, we takeAt=Ab. 
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Higgs mass vs SUSY

Figure 5: Maximal Higgs mass in the constrained MSSM scenarios mSUGRA, mAMSB and mGMSB,
an a function of the scale MS when the top quark mass is varied in the range mt = 170–176 GeV.

have been adopted). The outcome is shown in Fig. 6 where the maximal h mass value obtained
by scanning the basic input parameters of the model over the appropriate ranges. In the left–
hand side, Mmax

h is displayed as a function of tan� and in the right–hand side as a function
of MS. As the lower bound Mmax

h � 123 GeV is the same as in our previous analysis, the
mASMB, mGMSB and some variants of the mSUGRA model such as the constrained NMSSM
(cNMSSM), the no-scale model and the very constrained MSSM (VCMSSM) scenarios are still
disfavoured. However, for mSUGRA and the non–universal Higgs mass model (NUHM), all
values of tan � >⇠ 3 and 1 TeV <⇠ MS <⇠ 3 TeV lead to an appropriate value of Mh when
including the uncertainty band.

Figure 6: The maximal hmass value Mmax

h as functions of tan� (left) andMS (right) in the mASMB,
mGMSB as well as in mSUGRA and some of its variants. The basic parameters of the models are
varied within the ranges given in Ref. [4]; the top quark mass is fixed to mt = 173 GeV.
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3.5.4 Impact of the LHC data

Now, it is interesting to perform a first assessment of the compatibility of the LHC and Tevatron
data with the MSSM and analyse the region of parameter favoured by the observed boson mass
and rate pattern (see also [5, 62]). Despite the preliminary character of the results reported
by the LHC collaborations and the limited statistical accuracy of these first results, the study
is a template for future analyses. In this analysis, we computing the �2 probability on the
observable of Table 1 for each accepted pMSSM points. For the bb̄ and ⌧+⌧� channels, in which
no evidence has been obtained at the LHC, we add the channel contribution to the total �2 only
when their respective µ value exceeded 1.5 and the pMSSM point becomes increasingly less
consistent to the limits reported by CMS. In order to investigate the sensitivity to the inputs,
we also compare the results by including or not the bb̄, for which a tension exists between
the CMS limit and Tevatron results, and the ⌧+⌧� rate. Figure 12 shows the region of the
[Xt,m˜t1 ], [Xb,m˜b1

] and [MA, tan �] parameter space where pMSSM points are compatible with
the input h boson mass and observed yields. In particular, we observe an almost complete
suppression for low values of the sbottom mixing parameter Xb.

Figure 12: Distributions of the pMSSM points in the [Xt,m˜t1
] (left), [Xb,m˜b1

] (centre) and [MA,
tan�] (right) parameter space. The black dots show the selected pMSSM points, those in light (dark)
grey the same points compatible at 68% (90%) C.L. with the the Higgs constraints of Table 1.

The distributions for some individual parameters which manifest a sensitivity are pre-
sented in Figure 13, where each pMSSM point enters with a weight equal to its �2 probability.
Points having a probability below 0.15 are not included. The probability weighted distri-
butions obtained from this analysis are compared to the normalised frequency distribution
for the same observables obtained for accepted points within the allowed mass region 122.5
< MH <127.5 GeV. We observe that some variables are significantly a↵ected by the constraints
applied. Not surprisingly, the observable which exhibits the largest e↵ect is the product µ tan �,
for which the data favours large positive values, where the �� branching fraction increases and
the bb̄ decreases as discussed above. On the contrary, it appears di�cult to reconcile an en-
hancement of both µ�� and µb¯b, as would be suggested by the central large value of µb¯b =
1.97±0.72 recently reported by the Tevatron experiments [3]. Such an enhancement is not
observed by the CMS collaboration and the issue is awaiting the first significant evidence of a
boson signal in the bb̄ final state at the LHC and the subsequent rate determination. The tan �
distribution is also shifted towards larger value as an e↵ect of the Higgs mass and rate values.
We also observe a significant suppression of pMSSM points with the pseudo-scalar A boson
mass below ⇠450 GeV. This is due to the combined e↵ect of the A ! ⌧+⌧� direct searches
and Bs ! µ+µ� rate, which constrain the [MA � tan �] plane to low tan � value for light A

22

large stop mixing required for 
light stop mass  in model 
independent approach 

large SUSY scale required 
otherwise if you 

assume symmetry 
breaking mechanism

with the SUSY–breaking scale or common squark mass MS; the trilinear coupling in the stop
sector At plays also an important role. The leading part of these corrections reads [12]

✏ =
3 m̄4

t

2⇡2v2 sin2 �


log

M2

S

m̄2

t

+
X2

t

2M2

S

✓
1� X2

t

6M2

S

◆�
. (1)

We have defined the SUSY–breaking scale MS to be the geometric average of the two stop
masses (that we take <⇠ 3 TeV not to introduce excessive fine-tuning)

MS =
p
m

˜t1m˜t2 (2)

and introduced the mixing parameter Xt in the stop sector (that we assume <⇠ 3MS),

Xt = At � µ cot �. (3)

The radiative corrections have a much larger impact and maximise the h boson mass in the
so–called “maximal mixing” scenario, where the trilinear stop coupling in the DR scheme is

maximal mixing scenario : Xt =
p
6MS. (4)

In turn, the radiative corrections are much smaller for small values of Xt, i.e. in the

no mixing scenario : Xt = 0. (5)

An intermediate scenario is when Xt is of the same order as MS which is sometimes called the

typical mixing scenario : Xt = MS. (6)

These mixing scenarios have been very often used as benchmarks for the analysis of MSSM
Higgs phenomenology [13]. The maximal mixing scenario has been particularly privileged since
it gives a reasonable estimate of the upper bound on the h boson mass, Mmax

h . We will discuss
these scenarios but, compared to the work of Ref. [13], we choose here to vary the scale MS.
Together with the requirements on Xt in eqs. (4–6), we adopt the following values for the
parameters entering the pMSSM Higgs sector,

At = Ab , M
2

' 2M
1

= |µ| = 1

5
MS , M

3

= 0.8MS , (7)

and vary the basic inputs tan � and MA. For the values tan � = 60 and MA = MS = 3 TeV
and a top quark pole of mass of mt = 173 GeV, we would obtain a maximal Higgs mass value
Mmax

h ⇡ 135 GeV for maximal mixing once the full set of known radiative corrections up to
two loops is implemented [14]. In the no–mixing and typical mixing scenarios, one obtains
much smaller values, Mmax

h ⇡ 120 GeV and Mmax

h ⇡ 125 GeV, respectively. Scanning over the
soft SUSY–breaking parameters, one may increase these Mmax

h values by up to a few GeV.
It is important to note that the dominant two–loop corrections have been calculated in

the DR scheme [15] and implemented in the codes Suspect [16] and SOFTSUSY [17] that we
will use here for the MSSM spectrum, but also in the on–shell scheme [18] as implemented in
FeynHiggs [19]. In general, the results for Mh in the two scheme di↵er by at most 2 GeV,
which we take as a measure of the missing higher order e↵ects. Quite recently, the dominant
three–loop contribution to Mh has been calculated and found to be below 1 GeV [20]. Thus,
the mass of the lightest h boson can be predicted with an accuracy of �Mh ⇠ 3 GeV and this
is the theoretical uncertainty on Mh that we assume.
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possible deviations? 
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Figure 2: The value of RXX for the H # !! and ZZ final states given by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations, as well as their combination, compared to the theoretical uncertainty bands.

due to the presently limited statistics, is of the same order of the theory uncertainty in
the best case. We believe that this “paradox” will be resolved if the approach that we
advocate, that is comparing the data for the cross sections including only the experimental
uncertainties to the theoretical prediction with the uncertainty bands.

In conclusion, we have first recalled that there are substantial theoretical uncertainties
in the cross section for the dominant Higgs production channel at the LHC, gluon–gluon
fusion, stemming from the scale dependence, the parton distribution functions and the
use of an e!ective field theory approach to evaluate some higher order corrections. They
are about 10% each and if they are combined according to the LHCHWG, they reach the
level of 30% when the EFT uncertainty is also included. However, in the experimental
analyses, these theoretical uncertainties in "(gg # H) are treated as nuisance parameters
rather than a bias. As they are still individually smaller than the experimental (statistical)
errors, the net result is as if they were not included in the total errors given by the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations. If the experimental results for the production cross sections
times decay branching ratios in the various analysed channels are confronted with the
theoretical prediction, including the theoretical uncertainty band, added linearly on top
of the experimental error the discrepancy between the measurements and the prediction
becomes smaller. This is particularly the case for "(gg # H)$ BR(H # !!), where the
% 2" discrepancy with the SM prediction reduces to the level of % 1" if the 30% theory
uncertainty is properly considered.
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long standing deviation from SM  
muon g-2 

> 3σ deviation

Standard Model Prediction
Exp (E821)Exp (E821) 116 592 089          (63)     [10-11]

QED  (α5)QED  (α5) 116 584 718.962   (0.08)

EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)               153.2       (1.8)

Hadronic
(leading)

[HLMNT]            6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)
Hadronic
(leading) [DHMZ]

           6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)

Hadronic (α higher)Hadronic (α higher)               -98.4        (0.7)

Hadronic 
(LbL)

[RdRV]               105          (26)*

              116          (39)
Hadronic 

(LbL) [NJN]

              105          (26)*

              116          (39)

�

had

had
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muon g-2 in SUSY
• muon g-2 is enhanced

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• tension against Higgs mass

Large coupling: SUSY

tanβ = vu/vd = O(1-10)

Today’s Topic

M.J. Ramsey-Musolf, S. Su / Physics Reports 456 (2008) 1–88 17

Fig. 4. The one-loop SUSY diagrams contributing to the muon magnetic moment.

Fig. 5. (a) Sample two-loop supersymmetric diagrams with a closed chargino/neutralino or sfermion loop, contributing to a� ,2L
µ and a f̃ ,2L

µ . Here
V = � , Z , W denotes gauge bosons, H = h0, H0, A0, H± denotes physical MSSM Higgs bosons, and G0,± denotes Goldstone bosons. (b)
Sample two-loop supersymmetric diagrams contributing to the large QED-logarithms in aSUSY,2L(b)

µ . The external photon can be attached to all
charged internal lines.

assumption that all the SUSY particle masses are taken to be m̃ and that M1,2 follow the GUT relation, an approximate
expression for the dominant SUSY one-loop contribution is given by [10]:

aSUSY, 1L
µ ⇡ 13 ⇥ 10�10

✓

100 GeV
m̃

◆2

tan � sign(µM2). (61)

For moderate or large tan �, these contributions can easily be larger than the electroweak SM contributions for values
of m̃ that are not too large.

There are also two classes of MSSM two-loop diagrams: (a) two-loop corrections to the SM one-loop diagram
where the µ-lepton number is carried only by µ or ⌫µ, and (b) two-loop corrections to SUSY one-loop diagrams
where the µ-number is carried by smuon or sneutrino. SUSY contributions for class (a) can further be split into four
parts:

aSUSY,2L(a)
µ = a� ,2L

µ + a f̃ ,2L
µ + aSUSY,ferm,2L

µ + aSUSY,bos,2L
µ . (62)

The first two terms correspond to diagrams involving a closed chargino/neutralino or sfermion loop, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The dominant contributions from this type of diagram arise from the ones involving a closed chargino or
stop/sbottom loop and a photon and Higgs that are attached to the external muon line. The approximate formulae for
aX� H
µ , X = � , t̃, b̃, are [10]

a�� H
µ ⇡ 11 ⇥ 10�10

✓

tan �

50

◆ ✓

100 GeV
m̃

◆2

sign(µM2), (63)

at̃� H
µ ⇡ �13 ⇥ 10�10

✓

tan �

50
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mt

mt̃

◆ ✓

µ

20MH

◆

sign(Xt ), (64)

ab̃� H
µ ⇡ �3.2 ⇥ 10�10

✓

tan �

50

◆ ✓

mb tan �

mb̃

◆ ✓

Ab

20MH

◆

sign(µ), (65)

where Xt = At �µ cos �. The contributions from loops involving other squarks and sleptons are small due to the small
Yukawa couplings. Such two loop diagrams could become relatively more important when the one-loop contributions
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The dominant SUSY contribution given in Eqs. ~30!–~34!
are all proportional to mGmHtanb ~with mG5mG1 ,mG2 be-
ing gaugino mass!. Thus, if we change the sign of this com-
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SUSY also changes its sign. Furthermore, in the
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~negative!.2 In the next section, we will see that this relation
really holds as a result of numerical calculations.
Furthermore, we comment here that the contribution

of x6-ñ loop diagram dominates over that of the x0-m̃
loop ones if all the masses of the superparticles are al-
most degenerate. For example, let us consider the extreme
case where all the masses for the superparticles (mG1 ,
mG2 , mH , m m̃L , m m̃R , m ñ) are the same. Denoting the
masses of the superparticles mSUSY , contributions of the
x0-m̃ and x6-ñ loop diagrams to the muon MDM are
given by
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From the above expressions, we can see that the x6- ñ loop
contribution is substantially larger than that of the x0-m̃

2If mG or mH is small, this relation does not hold. This is mainly
because the mass insertion method breaks down in such a case.
Furthermore, in such a case, we cannot ignore Dam

N2 or terms which
are not proportional to tanb @i.e., terms which are proportional to
NLNL, NRNR, CLCL, and CRCR in the exact formula given in Eqs.
~26! and ~29!#. In that case, the sign of mGmHtanb is not directly
related to that of Dam

SUSY .

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams which give rise to the muon MDM
in the mass insertion method.

FIG. 3. The SUSY contribution to the muon MDM, Dam
SUSY , in

the mH-mG2 plane. The right-handed smuon mass is taken to be
m m̃R5100 GeV. We take tanb530, and the left-handed smuon
mass m m̃L is ~a! 100 GeV, ~b! 300 GeV, and ~c! 500 GeV. The
numbers given in the figures represent the value of Dam

SUSY in units
of 1029.
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SUSY becomes positive ~negative!
when the sign of the combination mGmHtanb is positive
~negative!.2 In the next section, we will see that this relation
really holds as a result of numerical calculations.
Furthermore, we comment here that the contribution

of x6-ñ loop diagram dominates over that of the x0-m̃
loop ones if all the masses of the superparticles are al-
most degenerate. For example, let us consider the extreme
case where all the masses for the superparticles (mG1 ,
mG2 , mH , m m̃L , m m̃R , m ñ) are the same. Denoting the
masses of the superparticles mSUSY , contributions of the
x0-m̃ and x6-ñ loop diagrams to the muon MDM are
given by

Dam
x0m̃.Dam

N11Dam
N21Dam

N31Dam
N4

5
1

192p2
mm
2

mSUSY
2 ~g1

22g2
2!tanb , ~37!

Dam
x6 ñ.Dam

C5
1

32p2
mm
2

mSUSY
2 g2

2tanb . ~38!

From the above expressions, we can see that the x6- ñ loop
contribution is substantially larger than that of the x0-m̃

2If mG or mH is small, this relation does not hold. This is mainly
because the mass insertion method breaks down in such a case.
Furthermore, in such a case, we cannot ignore Dam

N2 or terms which
are not proportional to tanb @i.e., terms which are proportional to
NLNL, NRNR, CLCL, and CRCR in the exact formula given in Eqs.
~26! and ~29!#. In that case, the sign of mGmHtanb is not directly
related to that of Dam

SUSY .

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams which give rise to the muon MDM
in the mass insertion method.

FIG. 3. The SUSY contribution to the muon MDM, Dam
SUSY , in

the mH-mG2 plane. The right-handed smuon mass is taken to be
m m̃R5100 GeV. We take tanb530, and the left-handed smuon
mass m m̃L is ~a! 100 GeV, ~b! 300 GeV, and ~c! 500 GeV. The
numbers given in the figures represent the value of Dam

SUSY in units
of 1029.
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Note that we cannot take 
very large tanβ without worrying about B constraints...  
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Higgs mass and g-2 

Figure 3: Contours of the Higgs mass and the muon g� 2 are shown. The Higgs mass are
maximized by choosing A

0

and Au appropriately under the Br(B̄ ! Xs�) constraint in the
CMSSM models (left) and the extension (right), respectively (“mh-max scenario”). In the
dark green region, the Higgs mass is 124 – 126GeV, and it becomes larger than 124GeV in
the light green region once the uncertainties are included. In the orange (yellow) regions,
the muon g � 2 is explained at the 1� (2�) level. The LSP is the (lighter) stau in the
upper-left shaded region, while the lightest neutralino in the rest.
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Appendix

In this appendix we discuss the CMSSM models and their extension. The CMSSM

models have five input parameters, (m
0

,m
1/2, tan �, sign(µ), A0

). We consider an ex-

tended CMSSM framework where the trilinear couplings of the up-type squarks, Au, are

14

Endo, Hamaguchi, Iwamoto, Nakayama Yokozaki 

treated as a free parameter; it has six parameters, (m
0

,m
1/2, tan �, sign(µ), A0

0

, Au), with

A0
0

⌘ Ae = Ad. The Higgs boson mass can be enhanced in a large trilinear coupling

region of the top squark (“mh-max scenario”). However, we shall see that it is di�cult

to explain the Higgs mass of 125GeV and the muon g� 2 anomaly simultaneously in the

two framework.

One of the severest constraints comes from the branching ratio of the inclusive B̄ !
Xs� decay with B̄ = B̄0 or B�. The experimental result, Br(B̄ ! Xs�)exp = (3.55 ±
0.24 ± 0.09) ⇥ 10�4 [35], agrees well with the SM prediction, Br(B̄ ! Xs�)SM = (3.15 ±
0.23)⇥ 10�4 [36]. Thus, the SUSY contribution is required to be in the range,

� 0.29⇥ 10�4 < �Br(B̄ ! Xs�) < 1.09⇥ 10�4, (13)

at the 2� level. Here, the errors are from the experimental and the SM uncertainties. In

the analysis, the SUSY contributions are evaluated at the NLO level by SusyBSG [37]. In

addition to the uncertainties of the experimental value and the SM prediction in (13), extra

errors of 10% are taken into account both for the SUSY and charged Higgs contributions,

respectively (see e.g. [37]). It is found that the trilinear coupling of the top squark, and

thus the Higgs boson mass, is bounded from above by Br(B̄ ! Xs�).

In Fig. 3, the Higgs mass and the muon g � 2 are shown as contours in a (m
0

,m
1/2)

plane with (tan �, sign(µ)) = (20,+1). The renormalization group equations are solved

and the mass spectrum of the superparticles are evaluated by SoftSUSY [38]. The Higgs

mass is obtained by using FeynHiggs [29]. Uncertainties of the Higgs mass estimation

is also taken into account with relying on FeynHiggs. The left panel is the result for

the CMSSM framework, and the value of A
0

(= Au = Ad = Ae) is tuned so that the

Higgs mass is maximized under the constraint of Br(B̄ ! Xs�). In the right panel A0
0

(= Ad = Ae) is set to be zero and Au is appropriately tuned as is done in the left panel.

In the dark green regions, the Higgs mass is calculated as large as mh = 124 – 126GeV.

In the light green region, the Higgs mass can be larger than 124GeV if the theoretical

uncertainties are included. On the other hand, the muon g � 2 estimated by FeynHiggs

is explained within the 1� (2�) levels in the orange (yellow) region. The upper-left gray

region is forbidden because of the stau LSP, while just below it is the coannihilation

region.
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changing higgs mass relation by 
introducing additional particles 

• Singlet in Higgs potential (no μ parameter) 

• additional matter that couple to Higgs boson 
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Figure 1: Upper bound on the lightest Higgs mass in the NMSSM for mtop = 178 GeV
(thick full line: mA arbitrary, thick dotted line: mA = 1 TeV) and mtop = 171.4 GeV
(thin full line: mA arbitrary, thick dotted line: mA = 1 TeV) and in the MSSM (with
mA = 1 TeV) for mtop = 178 GeV (thick dashed line) and mtop = 171.4 GeV (thin dashed
line) as obtained with NMHDECAY as a function of tan!. Squark and gluino masses are
1 TeV and Atop = 2.5 TeV.

fig. 1. Now we get an upper bound of 130.1 GeV for mtop = 178 GeV (resp. 124.7 GeV for

mtop = 171.4 GeV) at tan! = 10. For larger values of tan!, the upper bound on mh remains

essentially the same as in the MSSM.

Hence, our main result is that the upper bound on mh is ! 12 GeV (for mtop = 178 GeV)

or ! 16 GeV (for mtop = 171.4 GeV) larger in the NMSSM as compared to the MSSM, and

is obtained for small tan!. For very large tan!, the di!erence between the upper bound on

mh in NMSSM and in the MSSM vanishes, if mA is assumed to remain smaller than a few

TeV.

Let us compare this bound on mh to earlier work: it is about 6 GeV larger than the

one obtained from fig. 4 in ref. [7] (for the corresponding values for mtop). Also the value of

tan!, where this bound is reached, is now smaller (! 2 compared to ! 3 in ref. [7]). These
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large logarithmic one loop corrections ! g4 appear as soon as the mass of a sparticle or a Higgs field
is (much) larger than MZ , and they a!ect the mass of the lightest Higgs boson by ! "3 GeV [7].

In this case, however, there appear also large logarithmic one loop corrections in the NMSSM
! !4, g2!2,"4 etc, that are of the same order as the pure electroweak corrections. It is the purpose
of this paper to compute these radiative corrections in the NMSSM defined by the superpotential
above.

The particles whose loops generate these contributions to the lightest Higgs mass are the neu-
tralinos, charginos and the CP even, CP odd and charged Higgs fields. There are many fields and
couplings in the NMSSM that are not present in the MSSM, and which lead to the NMSSM specific
radiative corrections. Their contributions to the upper bound on the lightest Higgs boson mass
remain limited, however, to ! 1 GeV, if one requires the absence of a Landau singularity below
MGUT for all Yukawa couplings !, " and ht. On the other hand CP odd loop contributions to the
e!ective potential can decrease the lightest Higgs boson mass by up to "20 GeV.

In contrast to ref. [7] we do not use a RG analysis in an e!ective two Higgs doublet model below
a scale MA (as possible in the MSSM), since there are more possible mass scales in the NMSSM and
the corresponding e!ective low energy theory is considerably more involved. Instead, we compute
explicitly the contributions to the Coleman-Weinberg e!ective potential, the Higgs self energies
and the modified running of the electroweak gauge couplings induced by heavy sparticles and/or
Higgs fields. Wherever a comparison with the results of ref. [7] on the mass of the lightest CP even
Higgs boson is possible, our results agree.

In the next section we compute the contributions of neutralino and chargino loops to all elements
of the CP even Higgs boson mass matrix (a 3 # 3 matrix in the NMSSM). The corresponding
contributions from Higgs loops are, however, quite lengthy (and numerically not very important).
Hence, here we just give the contributions to the mass of the lightest Higgs doublet field; these
contributions can easily be translated back to contributions to the 2 # 2 Higgs doublet sector
of the CP even Higgs boson mass matrix. For completeness we add the contributions from the
squark/slepton sectors to the modified running of the electroweak gauge couplings, that contribute
also to the mass of the light Higgs doublet to O(g4), but which are the same as in the MSSM [7].

In section 3 we study the numerical impact of the new radiative corrections on the mass of the
lightest CP even Higgs boson by studying the dependence of the individual fermionic and bosonic
contributions as functions of tan#, and the total contributions as functions of ! for some specific
choices of the other parameters.

2 Chargino/Neutralino/Higgs Loop Corrections in the NMSSM

As stated in the introduction, we consider the NMSSM with a scale invariant superpotential, which
reads (for third generation quarks only, and using the conventions of ref. [8]):

W = ! !S !Hu
!Hd +

1

3
" !S3 + ht

!Q !Hu
!T c
R " hb

!Q !Hd
!Bc

R . (2.1)

Hereafter, hatted capital letters denote superfields, and unhatted capital letters the corresponding
(complex) scalar components. The corresponding soft terms are

"Lsoft = m2
Hu

|Hu|2 + m2
Hd

|Hd|2 + m2
S|S|

2 + m2
Q|Q

2| + m2
T |T

2
R| + m2

B |B
2
R|

+(!A!HuHdS + 1
3"A"S3 + htAtQHuT c

R " hbAbQHdBc
R + h.c.) . (2.2)
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Extra Vector-like Matter

• introduce 10 + 10   [10:(Q’,U’,E’)]

• extra ‘top’ couples to Higgs

• Higgs mass raised by U’, Q’ loop

cf. A’ suppressed by RG running and irrelevant for Higgs 
mass. “mh-max” scenario is not realized

[Moroi,Okada]
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mS(F): vector scalar(fermion) mass
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• Higgs mass raised by U’, Q’ loop

cf. A’ suppressed by RG running and irrelevant for Higgs 
mass. “mh-max” scenario is not realized
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• muon g-2 is accommodated to 
Higgs mass ~125GeV

• upper bound on gluino mass 
from muon g-2 and stability

• upper bound on vector mass 
from Higgs mass

Extra Vector-like Matter

[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Yokozaki]

LHC search!

Vector-like matter で g-2 + 125GeV : GMSB framework 
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Other new physics?  
• RS Higgs sector  Large radiative corrections due to large overlap 

of KK mode to the visible brane. 

g

g

h

q

(n)

q

(n)

q

(n)

Figure 1: E↵ective couplings of the Higgs boson to two gluons induced by the exchange
of KK quarks.

to fermions are diagonal, a single quark state q

(n) runs in the loop. Summing over the KK
tower, we obtain [Uli: CHECKED!]

Le↵,KK
hgg

= C

KK
1 (µ)

↵

s

(µ)

12⇡

h

v

G

a

µ⌫

G

µ⌫,a � C

KK
5 (µ)

↵

s

(µ)

8⇡

h

v

G

a

µ⌫

e
G

µ⌫,a

, (10)

where µ  MKK is the scale at which the e↵ective operators are renormalized, while G

µ⌫,a

and e
G

µ⌫,a = �✏

µ⌫��

/2 G

a

��

with ✏

0123 = �1 are the gluon field strength tensor and its dual.
Throughout this paper, v denotes the value of the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) in
the RS model, which di↵ers from the SM value vSM ⇡ 246 GeV by a small amount [21]. To
first order in v

2
/M

2
KK, we obtain explicitly [Uli: CHECKED!]



v

=
v

vSM
⇡ 1 +

(L � 1)

4

m

2
W

M

2
KK

. (11)

Here L ⇡ 37 and m

W

denotes the W -boson mass. At the matching scale µ = MKK, we find
for the Wilson coe�cients entering (10) the following one-loop results [Uli: CHECKED!]

C

KK
1 (MKK) =

X

q=u,d

X

n

0
v Re (gq

nn

)

m

qn

A(⌧
qn) ,

C

KK
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X
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0
v Im (gq

nn

)

m

qn

B(⌧
qn) ,

(12)

where ⌧

qn = 4m2
qn

/m

2
h

� i". The sums extend over all KK fermion states but exclude the SM
fermions (n 6= 1, 2, 3). This is indicated by the prime on the sum. Using the results from
[22, 23], we arrive at [Uli: CHECKED!]

A(⌧) =
3⌧

2

h
1 + (1 � ⌧) arctan2 1p

⌧ � 1

i
, B(⌧) = ⌧ arctan2 1p

⌧ � 1
. (13)

Since the KK quarks are much heavier than the Higgs boson, it is su�cient to use the asymp-
totic values A(1) = B(1) = 1. It follows that [Uli: CHECKED!]

C

KK
1 (MKK) + i C

KK
5 (MKK) =

X

q=u,d

X

n

0
vg

q

nn

m

qn

. (14)

6

Figure 1: E↵ective hgg couplings induced by the exchange of virtual KK quarks.

constant, so we are left with the normalization integral over the Higgs-boson wave function,
which equals 1. We thus obtain

lim
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. (14)

Interestingly (and somewhat unexpectedly), the same result can be obtained in a more
naive way. By evaluating relation (3) with a brane-localized Higgs boson, we obtain

lim
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(15)

where in the second step we have used the mixed boundary conditions (10) at t = 1�. This
result agrees with (14) by virtue of the definition of Ỹ

q

in (11).
The Yukawa couplings derived in (14) will be used in the analysis in Section 5. For the

discussion in other parts of our paper, it will be necessary to keep the regulator ⌘ non-zero
until the sum over the tower of KK modes has been performed.

3 E↵ective low-energy theory for hgg couplings

We are now ready to derive the e↵ective low-energy Lagrangian for the Higgs-boson couplings
to a pair of gluons, which are induced by the exchange of KK quarks. This Lagrangian is valid
at energies below the scale MKK, at which these states can be integrated out. The relevant
Feynman diagram arising at one-loop order is shown in Figure 1. Since the gluon couplings to
fermions are diagonal in the mass basis, a single quark state q

(n) runs in the loop. Summing
over the KK tower, we obtain
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KK
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where µ  MKK is the scale at which the e↵ective operators are renormalized, and e
G

µ⌫,a =
�1

2
✏

µ⌫↵�

G

a

↵�

(with ✏

0123 = �1) is the dual field-strength tensor. Throughout this paper, v

7
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In additon there are mixing 
between radion and higgs boson  
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DM candidate in SUSY 

•neutralino LSP

• a neutralino is a mixture of  gauginos and Higgsinos 

• Ω(th)h2~0.1⇄ light slepton,  Higgs exchange, or gaugino-higgsino 

mixing , light connihilation.  

•gravitino LSP

•no prediction on the density. 

•direct detection is not possible

•sneutrino essentially excluded

But in general, it is good to have 
a DM candidate in the model 
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 Why dark matter is in the Universe 

• Metric ( homogeneous and isotropic)  
Robertson-Walker metric 

• Universe must be in thermal eq. in 
early Universe 

• particle density 

• It is adiabatic expansion (most of the 
time) 

• Expansion rate (Einstein equation) 
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Decoupling of stable particle in early universe

For sufficiently low temperature, the right hand side of the 
equation does not contribute, and number density does not 

reduce any more. We call this thermal relic density

Boltzmann equation of the number density of dark matter 

number density reduces 
as Universe expands ∝ R-3

dark matter pair annihilate
 to reduce the number 

dark matter density is 
equal to that in thermal eq. 

if interaction is large enough   

If in thermal eq, 
nreduces as 

T3 or exp(-m/T) 
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thermal relic density of cold dark matter 

decoupling temperature 
(LHS~RHS)  

The number density can constrain model parameter
or if one measure model parameter very well, one 

can check big bang assumption 

If T(dec) <m, the number density 
drops quickly and T(dec)  does not 
depends on cross section so much

note that   

Then the number deinsity is rougly proportinal to  1/σ
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The nature of the Lightest Neutralino 

H

W
M =

!

"

"

#

M1 0 !mZsW c! mZsW s!

0 M2 mZcW c! !mZcW s!

0 !µ
!µ 0

$

%

%

&

B̃

W̃

H̃1

H̃2

Neutralino is a mixture of gaugino and higgsino. The higgsino-
gaugino mixing comes from Higgs vacuum expectation value 

M1 ! µ !v " m2

!̃/m4

l̃

M1 ! µ !v " 1/m2

!̃

M1 ! µ !v " m2

!̃/(4m2

! # m2

H)2

Neutralino mass matrix 
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DM density  constraint is important in  
“MSUGRA” 

Gaugino mass

S
ca

la
r m

as
s

hep-ph/0106204

Have we excluded “bulk regions?? 
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1)bulk region : LSP　Bino like.

→　Slepton exchange 

DM density  constraint is important in  
“MSUGRA” 

Gaugino mass

S
ca

la
r m

as
s

hep-ph/0106204

!h2
! m4

l̃
/m2

!̃

too large mass density 

Have we excluded “bulk regions?? 
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1)bulk region : LSP　Bino like.

→　Slepton exchange 

DM density  constraint is important in  
“MSUGRA” 

Gaugino mass
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!h2
! m4
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/m2

!̃

2)Higgs pole effect   mH=2mχ

3)coannihilation 

too large mass density 

Have we excluded “bulk regions?? 
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1)bulk region : LSP　Bino like.

→　Slepton exchange 

DM density  constraint is important in  
“MSUGRA” 

Gaugino mass

S
ca

la
r m

as
s

hep-ph/0106204

!h2
! m4

l̃
/m2

!̃

2)Higgs pole effect   mH=2mχ

3)coannihilation 

4)focus point region:
     higgsino-gaugino mixing  

too large mass density 

Have we excluded “bulk regions?? 
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Time for serious thought about BSM 
and dark matter 

• LSP may be light even if light squark and gluino  are excluded 
(lifting  GUT relations) .  g-2 still pointing to light

• the LSP maybe higgsino even if scalar masses are small. (lifting 
GUT relation of higgs mass) 

• any particle can degenerate with LSP... 

• More direct and model independent information needed. 

• Direct bounds on chargino and neutralino/no tau excess/are 
we too much relying on GUT relation? 
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Latest News: XENON100 XENON100: New Spin-Independent Results

Upper Limit (90% C.L.) is 2 x 10-45 cm2  for 55 GeV/c2 WIMP

Wednesday, July 18, 2012

Figure from slide by Aprile at DarkAttack, Ascona, July 18, 2012

Direct search will be serious constraint this year
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